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Abstract

Island imaginary describes the unspoken or undocumented fabric that weaves together the operations within an island. Yet, these imaginaries
are sometimes perceived as intangible and often misunderstood by non-islanders, who attempt to impose contradictory realities on islanders.
This study investigates identity through the imaginaries expressed by island residents within the context of a changing identity. Waiheke Island
has been experiencing recurrent issues of identity and undergoing transformational developments. We sought to identify components of island
identity; factors that undermine island identity; and actions that might contribute to sustaining their identity. We employed a qualitative
approach using interviews and thematic analysis.   We identi�ed three thematic components of identity, namely place identity, individual
identity, and community identity. We determined triggers that could undermine identities such as external in�ltration and transportation. Finally,
we identi�ed responses that could support residents in a�rming or reiterating their identity including island secession, better fund allocation
and community efforts. Most respondents value different aspects of their environment for being scenic, safe, special, and shared. Waihekeans
prefer to be identi�ed and appreciated for their diverse and unique characteristics, without their identities being undermined. They favour a
strategic and controlled form of development, while preserving their uniqueness.
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Introduction

The de�nition and nature of islands present con�icting contexts as similar characteristics can be observed in different
locations such as urban islands integrated within a mainland (e.g. New York City), densely populated islands located on
the coast of a continental area (e.g. Singapore) (Grydehøj, 2014) and other mainland areas. Authors have described the
concept of islandness in several ways including “a particular form of boundedness and geographic isolation inherent to
islands” (Brophy, 2017), and as unique variables which interfere with day-to-day events occurring on small island
communities (Fernandes and Pinho, 2017; Kelman, 2018). Some island characteristics include smallness, insularity or
degree of isolation, permeability of island boundaries, vulnerability, resilience, dependence, self-su�ciency, and the
interaction between the extent of openness and closure of islands (Grydehøj, 2016; Kelman, 2018). However, these
characteristics produce more visible effects in island environments than in their mainland counterparts (Fernandes and
Pinho, 2017).

In recent years, island studies have been in�uenced by what is termed a “relational turn” (Baldacchino, 2012; Lee et al.,
2017; Prince, 2018; Chandler and Pugh, 2018; Grydehøj, 2020).  Islands have thus been described as “relational spaces”
that transcend the borders of land/sea, island/mainland, and calls into question the seemingly stable and prevalent
island imageries of boundedness, insularity, isolation, smallness, dependency and peripherality (DeLoughrey, 2001;
Chandler and Pugh, 2018).

It has been argued that an island derives its status, characteristics or islandness from its relation or linkage with its
mainland counterpart (Grydehøj, 2018). Hence, islands have been positioned as part of complex and interconnected
networks, mobilities, spatial �ows and assemblages of for example, culture, politics, and epistemology (Rankin, 2016;
Roberts and Stephens, 2013; Stratford, 2016; Pugh, 2018; Nimführ and Otto, 2020). In other words, “an island is a world;
yet an island engages the world” (Baldacchino, 2012, p59).

While the relational theory is advancing, Hong (2018, p48) argued that “a more geographically appropriate strand of
relational theorisation” is needed to understand the relations and linkages between island-mainland. This is because
small, near-shore islands were usually managed by the adjoining mainlands.  Hong (2018) further explained that these
small, near-shore islands could better be imagined as enclaves within the mainland environment. Such enclavity has
implications for the formation of identity resulting from island-mainland relations. In this instance, an island’s identity is
relational and grounded in interactions with the mainland and vice versa.

Islandness goes beyond the physical or geographical origins of a particular island and embraces the culture and values,
interactions, relationships and networks, politics, and identity of the island community. For example, on Waiheke Island,
New Zealand, some residents have associated being a real Waihekean to the length of time spent living on the island
(Baragwanath, 2010). Wake�eld (2005) argued that Waiheke residents and newcomers could view themselves as
insiders or outsiders within an island framework. An insider embraces all the island has to offer and seems more
concerned about how to �t into the community. An outsider on the other hand, is concerned about living comfortably on
the island and could own properties but does not view him or herself as an islander.

Islands have been described as spaces of shared community identity and communal experiences (Baldacchino and
Kelman, 2014). However, these identities and experiences have often been overlooked or undermined and been the
source of tensions between island communities and non-island communities (Brophy, 2017).   Island realities are
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sometimes perceived as intangible, trivial, and subjective and thus often misunderstood by non-islanders, who express
and attempt to impose a different, irreconcilable reality on islanders. These trivialities, in most cases, contribute to a
strong operating system within the island as they promote a sense of understanding and unity among islanders
(Marshall, 2009). Hence, careful considerations should be given while interpreting the realities of islanders so as to avoid
altering their lived experiences due to presumptions and stereotypical conceptualizations (Grydehøj, 2016; Brophy, 2017;
Kelman, 2018).

These presumptions and conceptualizations misrepresent the imaginaries of islanders. By imaginary, we refer to “the
ways people imagine their social existence, how they �t together with others, how things go on between them and their
fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and the deeper normative notions and images that underlie these
expectations” (Taylor, 2004, p. 23). This imaginary is usually the unseen, unspoken, or undocumented fabric that weaves
together the operations within a community; it is that which gives a form of structure and identity and it might vary from
one community to the other. Omondiagbe (2016) described a “knowing” that comes from living on and interacting with
the island.

The differences in how islanders and non-islanders conceptualize or construct their image in relation to their location
adds to the complexity of identity in its various forms (Cottrell, 2017; Grydehøj, 2016; Kelman, 2018; Terlouw, 2018).
Though, for both islanders and non-islanders, “the symbolic expression of community and its boundaries increases in
importance as the actual geo-social boundaries of the community are undermined, blurred or otherwise weakened”
(Cohen, 1985, p. 50). As islands have traditionally been subjects of stereotypical imaginaries and expectations of “what
to look like”, this paper investigates what constitutes identity through the imaginaries expressed by island residents
within the context of a changing identity. We hope to explore and highlight the uniqueness of Waiheke Island, Auckland,
New Zealand. Waiheke Island was chosen for this study due to the recurrent issues of identity within the community and
particularly as it has been undergoing series of transformations and developments.

New Zealand has been described as an archipelago with two main islands namely North and South Islands; and more
than 600 smaller islands, lying within about 50km of the coast. There are also offshore islands such as the Kermadecs,
the Chathams and the subantarctic islands. New Zealand’s scenic beauty, unique biodiversity, and accessibility, among
other features, are central to the country’s national and international identity, and to attracting millions of tourists every
year (McSaveney, 2007; Stratford, 2016). The portrayal of New Zealand as an archipelago is to enable an envisioning of
the position (or relationality) of Waiheke Island within mainland Auckland (in the North Island), and within New Zealand
as a whole.

While Waiheke Island is considered an island in relation to Auckland, a city within the North Island region of New
Zealand; most people living in Auckland might not identify as islanders, while those living on Waiheke readily identify as
island residents. Hence, some values on Waiheke are not transferable to Auckland residents. This raises the question:
who is an islander? Do people need to be told they live on an island in order to accept that they do? Grydehøj (2018) has
rightly pointed out examples of people living in Japan, Indonesia, or Madagascar who do not consider themselves as
islanders due to its relatively large population.

Waiheke Island (Fig. 1) is the second largest island (9,324 hectares) in the Hauraki Gulf, with coordinates 36  48’S 175

06’E, and 17 kilometres from central Auckland (Auckland Council, 2007). Waiheke has 9,063 permanent residents
(Statistics New Zealand, 2018) but the population swells to between 30,000 to 40,000 people during the summer months
(Baragwanath, 2010). The resident population is known for its cultural diversity, “political and environmental activism”
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(Logie, 2016), and a relaxed and artistic lifestyle (Ryan and Aicken, 2010).  Previously, the island had very few residents,
minimal development and commuting to Auckland (the closest city) was time-consuming. Waiheke attracted people who
wanted inexpensive land near Auckland and who did not mind the extra hours on the initial ferry service. Over the years,
an increasing number of people bought land, not just for farming and �shing but for holiday purposes. As the island
became increasingly accessible with improved and faster ferry connections, more tourists, and residents arrived. This led
to con�icting needs and views between the already established local community and the newcomers, who were pushing
for further development of the island. Existing locals were attracted because of the “special” and “spiritual” values of the
island, while the wealthy newcomers were attracted because of the proximity to beaches and coastlines, frequent
sailings, vineyard restaurants and upgraded ferry terminal. The newcomers also imported foreign and unwelcome
actions that were not compatible with the existing values of the established community, thereby, causing tension
(Wake�eld, 2005). The push for development brought with it “city problems” such as increased tra�c, parking issues,
increased cars, and road safety issues, thereby, changing the face of the community (Baragwanath, 2010). In 2000, the
need to reiterate the identity, values and unique character of Waiheke island was de�ned in a document termed
“Essentially Waiheke: A Village and Rural Communities Strategy” (Auckland City Council, 2000). Essentially Waiheke is a
non-statutory document that represents the essential views, opinions, concerns, hopes, aspirations, and vision for the
future of Waiheke Island. It contains the essence of Waiheke’s character, values, and principles, summarily, what
Waihekeans stand for (Essentially Waiheke Refresh, 2016). The preparation of the Essentially Waiheke document
represents efforts to assert and reiterate the views and voices of local residents.

New Zealand

Waiheke Island

Fig 1. Map of Waiheke Island and its location to Auckland, New Zealand

Infrastructure on Waiheke is mainly concentrated in the main commercial and residential area and not widely distributed
(Picard, 2005; Local Government Commission, 2017). Land on Waiheke is increasingly being developed for tourism and
related services (Baragwanath, 2010). Island residents rely on rainwater collection and private rainwater tank systems
supplemented by groundwater bores as there is no mains water supply. There is no residential reticulated wastewater
system on Waiheke. Residents have expressed concern that increasing number of visitors and residents might increase
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pressure on water availability (Allpress et al., 2018) and that new housing might create conditions of “permanent water
stress” (Logie, 2016). Roads on Waiheke are mostly narrow and unsealed in several places, particularly on eastern areas
of the island. The bus service on the island is designed to link with the ferry service and connects the different
settlements and the ferry terminal on the eastern side of the island. Matiatia Wharf, which is the main transport gateway
in and out of Waiheke Island is located on the western end of the island, closer to Auckland. Matiatia is increasingly
being used by residents, tourists, short-term visitors, bus services, taxis, tour operators, and businesses, resulting in
space and parking pressures (Allpress et al., 2018; Local Government Commission, 2017).

Waiheke has a higher transport frequency and capacity in comparison to most inhabited island within the Hauraki Gulf
(Russell et al., 2018); however, there is an increasing impact of transport on roads and the local community, including
increasing volume of cars, buses, and trucks, decreasing safety of the roads, inadequate public bus service, urgent need
for better parking services and lack of well-connected transport routes (Waiheke Local Board, 2018). In response to
these transport challenges, Electric Island, a new advocacy group on Waiheke, plans to transition the island to using
electric cars by 2030, with a goal of having zero emissions (New Zealand Herald, 2018).  It was announced in July 2019
that Waiheke will get a �eet of electric buses on the island, starting with six new electric buses in mid-2020, with an
additional �ve to arrive later (Auckland Council, 2019). 

Waiheke Island is increasingly attracting visitors as it is widely known as a popular holiday destination bringing both
opportunities and challenges. Attractions include regional parks and reserves, vineyards, racing, coastal scenery,
beaches, water sports, walking tracks, cultural and historic features, and community and special events, e.g. weddings.

Auckland Tourism Events and Economic Development reported that between February 2015 and March 2017, there were
about 1.6 million visitors from wider Auckland, almost 600,000 international visitors and about 230,000 visitors from
other parts of New Zealand (Local Government Commission, 2017).

While tourism on Waiheke offers an economic opportunity for businesses on the island, and contributes to Auckland’s
regional economy, the challenges and negative impacts are increasingly being felt by residents. High visitor numbers
impact negatively on the island’s current infrastructure including public transport, housing, roads, drinking and
wastewater, and public toilets, as well as on the island’s unique character, leading to calls for a controlled and
sustainable tourism (Allpress et al., 2018). In addition, tourism negatively impacts on the island’s conservation values
and does not currently promote a visitor experience consistent with the community values, environment, character, and
local lifestyle (Waiheke Local Board, 2018; Project Forever Waiheke, 2018). The Waiheke character has been variously
described as being connected to the essence of the island. This character embodies its beaches and coastlines, native
bush cover, informal villages, low-density residential areas, as well as the emotional connections to the island.  The slow
pace of life, a sense of independence, strong determination and resourcefulness also characterize Waiheke and the
people. Most residents do not simply live on, but live for Waiheke. Living for Waiheke entails passionately defending its
character and what makes it special (Essentially Waiheke Refresh, 2016; Project Forever Waiheke, 2018)

Historically, Waiheke Island has been included as part of Auckland city for local government purposes and its proximity
to Auckland region, with residents commuting daily to the city. In 1970, the �rst council, Waiheke County Council, was
established but was replaced by Auckland City Council in 1989 (Local Government Commission, 2017). Since 1991 till
date, there has been several attempts for Waiheke Island to secede from Auckland Council (Omondiagbe, 2016). Recent
studies have also shown increasing frustrations with Auckland Council’s inability to “support the protection of Waiheke’s
special character, its unique conservation values and the basic needs of residents as a rural community” (Omondiagbe,
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2016; Omondiagbe et al., 2020; Project Forever Waiheke, 2018). Consequently, Auckland Council initiated a pilot
programme in 2017 to trial a shared governance model that will enable Waiheke Local Board to assume greater
responsibilities in making decisions on local social issues (Waiheke Local Board, 2018; Allpress et al., 2018).

This study investigates how an island community articulates its identity in relation to transformational changes. The
issues discussed above have been included to brie�y provide a background on historical and/or current events within the
island community. It is not within the scope of this study to explore these issues and/or changes comprehensively. We
focus on (i) components of island identity, (ii) factors that undermine or weaken island identity, and (iii) actions that
might contribute to sustaining or a�rming their constructed identity.

Materials and Methods

Identities within communities are constructed and reproduced through discussions by stakeholders. These identities are
represented, documented, and disseminated through local planning documents, newspaper reports or ofcial websites
(Terlouw, 2018; Paasi, 2012).

This study explored identity within Waiheke Island by extracting and analysing relevant information present in local
newspaper articles (e.g. Waiheke Marketplace).

We employed a qualitative approach to data collection for this study (Creswell, 2003). We attempted to present new
insights and perspectives by utilizing existing records of residents’ interactions within Waiheke Island. Interview data
were collected by the now defunct local newspaper, the Waiheke Marketplace, which was delivered weekly and free-of-
charge to most households on the island. The newspaper had a segment titled “Look who’s talking” which presented the
experiences and views of random island residents through responses to structured interview questions including the
following:

1. What do you like best about Waiheke?
2. What do you like least and how can we �x it?
3. If I were Auckland’s mayor, I would...
4. When I have got a free few hour, I like to...
5. The spot on Waiheke I recommend to tourists is…

The interviews were publicly available at the time of study and we accessed them from the online archive of the
newspaper. Since interview data were publicly available, internal university ethical approval was not required; but we were
granted permission by the Syndicate department of the local newspaper. This method of data collection has some
limitations as it might not be totally representative of the resident population on the island, as characteristic of
qualitative samples. However, we focus on the insights derived from the narratives on issues of identity within the
community.

A total of 76 interviews conducted between February 2014 and August 2015 were retrieved and analysed. Interview data
collected were entered into Nvivo 10, a data management software and thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was
done simultaneously with data collection. The retrieval of interview transcripts stopped when no new information
emerged from the analysis (Given, 2008). The texts in the interview responses were read several times to understand the
content and meaning of the words used. When responses had similar contents, they were classi�ed into a code. When a
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set of codes were similar, they were categorised into a theme. This process was repeatedly carried out until all the texts
were coded and categorised into themes (Creswell, 2003). Respondents’ comments and answers relating to issues of
identity on the island were of particular interest and the focus of our analysis.

Results

Demographic characteristics of respondents

The demographic characteristics indicated that respondents were mostly females (58%), with predominantly people in
the 45–54 years age group (17%) and a predominance of people who characterised themselves as community workers
(32%) (Fig. 2). Respondents were distributed across various locations on the island including Oneroa (21.1%), Ostend
(19.7%), Surfdale (15.8%), Onetangi (14.5%), Palm Beach (10.5%), Rocky Bay and others (Enclosure, Church, Herekua,
Awaawaroa) (6.6% each), Blackpool (3.9%) and Orapiu (1.3%).

Fig 2. Demographic characteristics of respondents to the interviews

Components of identity

Across the interviews, we identi�ed several components of identity which were grouped into three themes — place
identity, individual identity, and community identity (Fig. 3). Some responses illustrating the themes and sub-themes are
presented in Table 1.
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Fig 3. Components of identity among island residents.

Table 1. Selected quotes on components of identity

Theme Sub-
themes Selected quotes

Place
identity

Island
isolation I like our island isolation. We’re far enough away from the hassle and bustle of Auckland but close enough to jump on

the ferry and nip across to the city to visit grandchildren when we’re able to (Int214)
I like the comparative sense of isolation and quiet (Int278)

Sheer
natural
beauty

I like the beautiful beaches and tranquil bush with its abundance of bird life…. it’s the green of the land and the blue of
the sea (Int814)
If you only do one thing in your life, go down to Blackpool Esplanade as the sun goes down after a sunny day. It’s
stunning. The whole bay turns red. It’s a sight I’ve never seen anywhere else… and I’ve been all around the world
(Int130)
We arrived on Waiheke in 1995 and the �rst thing that struck me was entering that lovely natural harbour at Matiatia.
The same magic hits me every time I go overseas and return to Waiheke (Int180)

Individual
identity

Self-
identity I feel like I have found myself and I have found my identity with the support of the Waiheke community (Int221)

Waiheke is a place where you can be yourself and you are accepted (Int261)
I like that Waiheke is such a free-spirited place that really nurtures, supports, and accepts everyone in our
community…you are not a number, you belong (Int253)

Awareness
This is a majestic place to live. You probably only know that when you live here. We really do not know how lucky we
are (Int278)
We live in paradise but are often too head-down to notice. It is good to wake up and appreciate it sometimes (Int151)

Community
identity

Diversity
I like that there is no particular socio-economic group on the island which makes for a diverse and tolerant
community, and also the amazing diversity of interesting occupations and expertise (Int170)
Even with a strong mix of social, spiritual, economic, and political philosophies, we can co-exist democratically as
individuals and as a community. It is this framework that gives us our richness, strengths, and island identity (Int183)

Community
spirit I love the strong sense of community and shared stories, the fact that we can pull together in so many ways and that

lifts us up as a collective (Int120)
The community – we work very well together, and everyone looks out for each other. I have been on the island
permanently for just 18 years but made my �rst visit at the age of 3 weeks with my parents. The way people care
about each other here is the thing that makes Waiheke different from anywhere else (Int150)
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Many island residents appreciated the remoteness of the island, being distant from the city. One respondent stated that
he liked the “sense of isolation”. There were several expressions portraying the sheer natural beauty of the island
including the beautiful, natural scenery, landscapes, and terrains. One respondent described the “magic” he experienced
whenever he returned to the island after spending some time elsewhere, while another depicted the island beauty as “the
green of the land and the blue of the sea”. Respondents also stated that being “free” and “accepted” within the island
community promoted their self-identity. In addition, the varying mix of people, philosophies and profession seem to have
contributed to the “richness, strengths and island identity” and diversity of Waiheke.

Some respondents suggested that one could only “know” about living in “paradise” (Waiheke) when one actually lives
there.   Others suggested that the island attracted a “special breed of people” who were typically “caring and
compassionate”. A favourable attitude of people to one another and a warm and “friendly” atmosphere within the island,
describe the friendliness that has endeared some people to the island. Many respondents described “a sense of caring”,
the attention and interest people showed towards each other’s welfare; a “strong sense of community” that existed
among island residents which made them feel relaxed and united with one another, like a family; and the “children
friendly” and supportive nature of the community for parents raising their children.

Triggers for undermining identity

In addition to identifying components of identity among island residents, we sought to determine factors that could
undermine identities, thus, necessitating a need to reiterate these identities. These factors, termed triggers, are
illustrated in Fig. 4 and include on-island and off-island factors. Some responses describing the themes and sub-themes
are presented in Table 2.

Fig 4. Triggers for undermining identity among island residents.
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On-island factors

Respondents described factors within the island that seemed to counteract or weaken their ideals or standards of how
they viewed and expressed themselves as Waihekeans, that is, residents of Waiheke Island.

Despite the strong sense of community experienced by respondents, many referred to instances of division resulting
from gossip, diverging views on issues or strong personal opinions. One respondent stated that “sometimes the
community can get very divisive when it doesn’t need to be”. There are also “contentious issues (which) seem to divide
the island into us and them”, thereby threatening their sense of unity and oneness. Some residents noted that the clean
and green image of the island’s natural environment is under threat and becoming undesirable as a result of “polluted
stream” and some residents’ attitude to waste disposal. One respondent stated that “the one thing (they) �nd appalling is
when people drop their rubbish at the beach or in the bush…there’s no excuse for litter”. Perception of status margin, the
difference in, for example, economic status and power, between the rich and the not-so-rich were noted from the
interviews. One respondent explained that “all the rich people” had “power” and could “do what (they) liked”.

Table 2. Selected quotes on triggers for undermining identity

Theme Sub-themes Selected quotes

On-
island
factors

Division
The way contentious issues seem to divide the island into us and them – and the inability for each side to see the
validity of the others’ point of view. Each of us could take a step back, listen with compassion and admit we might be
wrong (Int170)
Sometimes the community can get very divisive when it does not need to be. I think we all need to look at the big
picture, at what is good for the island and future generations of our families (Int263)

Transportation
I think we could do with a few less cars. We could take the lead from other island communities and place a greater
emphasis on walking, cycling and public transport, and restrict the number of cars on the island (Int311)
The new rush hour tra�c…impatient drivers. We can �x it by reminding ourselves this is Waiheke. Slow down and
enjoy the tranquillity (Int241)

Off-
island
factors

External
in�ltration Decisions being made by people who do not live here for the people who do…domination by Auckland city (Int914)

The way the city treats us as part of the city. I �nd Waiheke is unique. I do not like it considered as a suburb of
Auckland and therefore treated as such (Int138)

Loss of
individuality The island has started to lose its individuality. There is not so much that sets it apart anymore. It is becoming a rich

suburb of Auckland. When I came here in 1993 it was massively different (Int291)
(Waiheke is) being seen as part of urban Auckland Council, when I do not think we are. Waiheke is Waiheke – it is
different. If people do not like that, they should not move here. There is no easy solution (Int051)

O�f-island factors

In addition to the on-island factors described above, respondents also referred to external in�uences undermining their
identity; these were classi�ed as off-island factors.

Following a perceived treatment or classi�cation of island residents as city dwellers; that is, as a “suburb of Auckland”,
there is a sense of external in�ltration and “domination by Auckland city”. Many respondents felt that they “used to have a
voice and now (they) just aren’t heard”. One respondent explained that “decisions (are) being made by people who don’t
live here for the people who do”.  There are references to the island beginning to lose its uniqueness, control, individuality,
characteristics and what made it different from the city of Auckland. Many respondents suggested that “the island has
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started to lose its individuality (as) there’s not so much that sets it apart anymore”. One respondent warned to-be
residents who do not appreciate the island’s difference and uniqueness, not to “move” there as “there’s no easy solution”
to providing an explanation on how different the island is, it is as simple as “Waiheke is Waiheke — it’s different”.

Actions for reiterating and a��rming identity

In response to triggers threatening to undermine the identity of Waihekeans, we identi�ed actions, termed responses, that
could support residents in a�rming or reiterating their identity. These actions could have an off-island or on-island focus
as illustrated in Fig. 5. Some references describing related themes and sub-themes are presented in Table 3.

Fig 5. Actions for reiterating and a�rming identity among island residents.

For the sub-theme, local board empowerment, some residents suggested that the Waiheke Local Board could do more if
they were empowered, funded, and given more freedom to make decisions that were relevant to and affected the local
people. Waiheke Local Board representatives seemed to occupy a position that enabled them to better understand the
needs of the locals. In island secession, some residents expressed a desire to become independent, a republic and
detached from Auckland; a desire to be treated as separate from Auckland and have a local governance.
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Table 3. Selected quotes on responses for reiterating and a�rming identity.

Theme Sub-themes Selected quotes

Off-
island
actions

Local board
empowerment Give local boards much more autonomy to make appropriate local decisions…empower local boards to be more

effective in the management and development of their communities (Int714).
There still needs to be more powers for our local board to do things that make more common sense for Waiheke and
respect it is a different place (Int051).

Island
secession The day we joined big brother (referring to Auckland Council) was a massive mistake. Bring back the local council. We

used to have a voice and now we just are not heard. Give Waiheke its independence (Int415).
Set Waiheke free … give Waiheke its own local governing body…declare ourselves a republic, cut the mooring lines and
sail away (Int151).

On-
island
actions

Better fund
allocation One of the things I believe could be improved on the island is where the money is spent… I would like to see our money

being spent on more environmentally conscious projects (Int250).
The current management of island resources is non-transparent and ine�cient. If we had a close-to-home council,
accountable to its residents, using our income e�ciently to provide services and amenities (and jobs) that we need
and want, normal people could afford to live here. We risk becoming a hollow island of empty houses for wealthy
holidaymakers (Int100).

Community
effort Let us continue to recognise the uniqueness of Waiheke – and do everything in our power to preserve what makes it a

wonderful place to live and bring up kids (Int075)
We should work collectively to develop a long-term strategic tourism plan to ensure growth in line with infrastructure
development and the protection of the unique aspects of the island. I have watched the island evolve over the last 40
years and it is important that we have controlled growth and protect the things that make this island unique (Int210).

Some of the actions with an on-island focus included better fund allocation, which constituted ways to assign funds to
projects that were focussed on the needs of the island while promoting the island’s identity, for example,
“environmentally conscious projects”. Community effort describes continued effort by the community to preserve the
uniqueness and distinctiveness of Waiheke’s identity. Most respondents called for more concerted efforts on the part of
everyone in the community to continue to “recognise the uniqueness of Waiheke and do everything in (their) power to
preserve what makes it a wonderful place to live”.

Discussion

The diverse themes resulting from our analyses suggested that people living in a bounded geographical location might
share different identities among them. For instance, some may be attached to the physical characteristics of the location
(place identity); others, on the uniqueness of the individuals that reside in the location (individual identity) and others are
particular about their experiences of unity, feelings of oneness and general support within the community (community
identity).

Generally, Waihekeans seemed to exhibit a strong sense of place identity, individual identity, and community identity.
Some of the themes we identi�ed in the interviews relating to identity, an aspect of islandness, included island isolation,
sheer natural beauty, awareness, selective attraction, self-identity, diversity, friendliness, care and concern and community
spirit.

Waiheke is not totally closed or isolated despite the theme, island isolation. It is connected to mainland Auckland and
New Zealand as a whole. Its isolation in this case is not a symbol of colonialism as suggested by Deloughrey (2007;
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cited in Prince, 2018), but rather, a function of the island’s geographical boundary.

The island’s scenic, geographical, and environmental qualities; the friendly interactions and unity among residents;
experiences of care, concern, bonding with other locals, and an awareness or discernment of life in “paradise” seemingly
reserved for islanders, might have contributed to a strong sense of identity for Waihekeans. It would appear that some
respondents who lived elsewhere before settling on Waiheke held a sense of uniqueness and distinctiveness of the
island in comparison to previous locations. One respondent explained that “the way people care about each other here is
the thing that makes Waiheke different from anywhere else” while another commented that “(he and his wife) lived next
door to people in Sussex, UK, for years and didn’t even know their names”.

Place, individual and community identities collectively make up the narrative on how the Waiheke community would like
to be viewed and addressed. This suggests that Waiheke residents closely identify with its natural environment, the
people, and the community. In addition, the characteristics described above resonated with �ndings in for instance,
Conkling (2007) and are similar to “islanders from other regions”.

Despite a strong sense of identity among Waihekeans, there were internal and external factors which seemed to
undermine this identity. Division and transportation issues within the island, and external in�ltration and loss of
individuality, outside the island, were some factors that could weaken or undermine Waiheke’s identity. While diversity
has been stated as one of the components of Waiheke’s identity, a difference in points of views (e.g. division) sometimes
detracted from the diversity and community spirit that characterised the identity and relationship of residents.   
Transportation issues including an increasing number of cars on the road and heavy tra�c are inconsistent with
Waiheke’s character. Some respondents reported a diminishing emphasis on walking, cycling, and the use of public
transport. The “slow pace of life” enjoyed on Waiheke seem to be declining, as drivers are becoming impatient during the
“new rush hour tra�c”.

External in�ltration and loss of individuality were external triggers that were incompatible with the island’s sense of
uniqueness and distinctiveness, thereby, threatening relations with the mainland. Waiheke has a governance connection
with Auckland city; however, some respondents expressed frustration with how decisions were made and how Waiheke
was being treated. It appeared that Waiheke’s identity and values were not readily considered in the decision-making
processes by external organisations. One respondent summarised that “decisions were being made for them by people
who do not live on the island”. In addition, it appeared that Waiheke was losing its individuality as a result of newcomers
moving on to the island and making it a “rich suburb of Auckland” and people simply viewed and treated the island as
part of “urban Auckland Council”.

These triggers present a need for residents to develop and work through a plan to address the factors that undermine
their identity as well as promote messages of Waiheke’s individuality and uniqueness to external organizations, visitors,
and potential residents on the island.

In response to the triggers discussed above, the local board could be given more autonomy, power, fund, and freedom to
make relevant decisions for Waiheke. As the local board represent the interests of the community, they are better
positioned to make decisions that incorporate, respect and project the island identity; thereby, sustaining and reiterating
their uniqueness and distinctiveness through their projects and activities. There is a push for Waiheke to become an
independent local community, governing itself rather than by Auckland Council. The main argument of the intending
secession was that Waiheke’s voice and aspirations were not heard or represented and greatly differed from that of
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Auckland Council. These responses are not unusual as Bonaiuto et al. (2002) argued that where locals have felt their
identity threatened, a strong reaction can be invoked, especially when there is perceived in�uence and control from the
people 'outside' who do not live on the island nor know what their needs might be. In addition, these responses could be
a way of increasing the level of identity and even attachment within the community.

On-island responses that could be considered within the community include funding activities that are focussed on
promoting the island’s identity while also meeting a need within the community. For example, environmentally conscious
projects could address environmental challenges within the island while promoting place identity (e.g. natural beauty),
individual identity (e.g. friendliness), and community identity (e.g. community spirit). Projecting Waiheke’s identity and
preserving its uniqueness are not easy tasks for one person or a small group of individuals; rather, as suggested by some
respondents, a joint responsibility and effort by the island community are required for a successful outcome. In the light
of rapid growth and ongoing development, one respondent suggested the need for controlled growth in order to “protect
the things that make this island unique”.   However, with the constant and recurring internal and external pressures,
maintaining their local identity will largely depend on how long they could resist the changes. 

Hay (2006) suggested that “if islands do remain special places, it is because the characteristics that endow space with
the shared meanings may be more pronounced, better articulated, and more effectively defended on islands than is
usually the case” (authors’ emphasis). Perhaps on Waiheke, islanders are reacting to the potential for “compensatory
destruction” (Lee et al., 2017, p107), where their already established values might be replaced with foreign and external
values, in a quest for development.

With recent developments on the island, there will likely be an increased need to reinstate, re-negotiate, and re-a�rm their
identities. To be clear, Waihekeans do not seem to be anti-developmental, but rather, favour a “strategic and controlled”
form of development, which also protects and preserves their uniqueness. Exactly how this form of development will be
achieved remains a work-in-progress.

The island identity that has been described in this study constitutes the realities of Waihekeans and is fundamental to
who they are, how they relate within the island and how they would like to relate with non-islanders. While we have
attempted to describe or construct the identity of residents on Waiheke island, it is challenging to fully explain the
expressions of what it means to live on the island, to be a part of it, to be a Waihekean. However, we have been
challenged to appreciate, accept and view Waihekeans through the identity lens that have been presented in this study.
Looking through this lens might be especially useful for improving off-island/on-island relationships.

We hope this study will contribute to conversations on identity issues and island/mainland relations. We also hope it will
inspire non-islanders—including visitors, tourists, external organizations, and potential residents—to develop a better
understanding and appreciation of how Waihekeans would like to be identi�ed and viewed.

Further research could be carried out to explore more recent identity issues on Waiheke island by examining other
relevant data sources. A quantitative approach could also be employed to obtain a representative view of identity issues
within the island’s resident population.
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Conclusion

Researchers such as Baldacchino (2012, 2013), DeLoughrey (2001) and Nimführ and Otto (2020) argued that islands
have been routinely objecti�ed and branded as small, insular, secluded, aesthetic, a haven for leisure and relaxation etc.
and that islanders might resent these views. Baldacchino further explained how islanders’ might be unwittingly acting
out a script carefully crafted by tourism marketers. While Waiheke has been variously represented as a tourist “enclave”
within the broader New Zealand archipelago, Waihekeans seem to welcome and perpetuate these views themselves, not
because they are acting out the script of the ideals of an island imposed on them by outsiders. Rather, by living on and
interacting with the physical, emotional, and communal environment of the island, Waihekeans have learnt to appreciate
their island for what it is and offers.   Islanders are not actors of an external script; they are capable of understanding
their natural and social environments. Their perceptions, experiences and expressions of island life contribute to
understanding island places, spaces, and culture (Lee et al., 2017; Prince, 2018) and are central to life and organization
on the island.

Let us be clear: we do not support a reductive and simplistic characterizing of islands as these characteristics might not
be absolutely shared within all islands (Grydehøj, 2018; Grydehøj and Casagrande, 2018). Rather than invalidate or
undermine islanders’ worldview because they do not �t into some theoretical narratives of islandness, we call for a
complementary view of island reality and island representation (Grydehøj, 2018); such that these views might co-exist
with one another, especially as presented by islanders themselves and interpreted or theorized by researchers.   What
that would like look is open for debate but undermining the intrinsic and perceived values of islands as expressed by
islanders does not tell the full story of islandness. Like Pugh (2016, p1053) asked, “does the relational turn necessarily
mean that we must lose or …downplay the distinctive insularity of islands?” He suggested that emphasizing elements of
the relational turn does and should indeed “lead to a greater appreciation of the individuality and distinctiveness of island
culture”.

In our study, most respondents value different aspects of their physical and emotional environment for what has been
described—scenic, safe, special, shared—and it is a collection of all these values and attributes that potentially
distinguish Waiheke from all other locations around it. In effect, Waihekeans prefer to be identi�ed, understood, and
appreciated for these diverse and unique characteristics, without their identities being undermined.
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